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The Landscape of Atypical and Eukaryotic
Protein Kinases
Georgi K. Kanev,1,2 Chris de Graaf,1,3 Iwan J.P. de Esch,1 Rob Leurs,1 Thomas Würdinger,2
Bart A. Westerman,2,5,* and Albert J. Kooistra1,4,5,*
Kinases are attractive anticancer targets due to their central role in the growth, survival, and
therapy resistance of tumor cells. This review explores the two primary kinase classes, the
eukaryotic protein kinases (ePKs) and the atypical protein kinases (aPKs), and provides a structure-centered comparison of their sequences, structures, hydrophobic spines, mutation and SNP
hotspots, and inhibitor interaction patterns. Despite the limited sequence similarity between
these two classes, atypical kinases commonly share the archetypical kinase fold but lack
conserved eukaryotic kinase motifs and possess altered hydrophobic spines. Furthermore,
atypical kinase inhibitors explore only a limited number of binding modes both inside and
outside the orthosteric binding site. The distribution of genetic variations in both classes shows
multiple ways they can interfere with kinase inhibitor binding. This multilayered review provides
a research framework bridging the eukaryotic and atypical kinase classes.

Two Classes of Protein Kinases: Atypical and Eukaryotic Kinases
Protein kinases regulate cell signaling by catalyzing the transfer of the terminal phosphate group of
ATP to substrate proteins [1]. Primarily due to their pivotal role in cancer, protein kinases have been
subject to drug development efforts that resulted in the approval of more than 50 small-molecule kinase inhibitors (Box 1) by the US FDA. The 555 members of the human kinase superfamily have been
groupedi,ii into a main class of 497 ePKs (see Glossary) and, due to lack of sequence similarity, 58 aPKs,
which include the lipid kinases [2]. The ePK class is further subdivided into nine groups: AGC, CAMK,
CK1, CMGC, Other, RGC, STE, TK, and TKL [3,4]. In the past three decades, extensive structural knowledge about this superfamily has been acquired. Somewhat surprisingly, the first aPK structures [5] revealed that several of these atypical kinases also share the prototypical ePK fold despite their lack of
sequence similarity (Figure 1, Key Figure) [6]. Based on these insights, 26 of the 58 aPKs have been
further classified as protein kinase-like (PKL) as they share the same structural fold as ePKs [7]. More
recent aPK crystallographic highlights include the structures of PIK3CD [8,9], mTOR [10], and ADCK3
[11]. Until now, half of all protein kinases in the human kinome (268 ePKs and 15 aPKs) have been solved.
In total, there are more than 4000 unique human protein kinase structures.
On a structural level, the prototypical kinase fold of both ePKs and aPKs (see middle panel in Figure 1B) can be easily recognized by the two main lobes; namely, the N-lobe, which largely comprises
b-sheets (I–V), and the C-lobe, which largely comprises a-helices (aD–aF; Figure 1B). The linker, a
segment of three to five residues (shown in cyan in Figure 1), connects the two domains. ATP binds
in the cleft that is formed between the C- and N-lobes [12]. The overwhelming majority of kinase inhibitors compete with ATP by binding to the same adenine pocket near the so-called hinge region.
The most important regions directly involved in the binding of these inhibitors include the
hinge region, HRD motif, DFG motif, G-rich loop, aC-helix, and catalytic and activation loops (Figure 1) [13,14]. Several of these segments are flexible and can adopt different conformations,
thereby providing a large variety of options for inhibitor binding [15]. Moreover, the conserved
Asp-Phe-Gly residues of the DFG motif can rotate (‘flip’) and are responsible for the activation and
inactivation of the protein kinases. This motif is also involved in the (dis)assembly of the regulatory
hydrophobic spine (R-spine) and indirectly the catalytic hydrophobic spine (C-spine) [16,17]. Both
spines contribute to phosphorylation by stabilizing the protein kinase fold in its active form
[16–18]. The conserved His-Arg-Asp residues of the HRD motif sustain kinase activity with their
involvement in the transfer of a phosphate group of ATP to a bound substrate [19].
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Box 1. Drug Approvals: Growing Numbers for Both Kinase Classes

Glossary

The FDA approval of imatinib in 2001 formed the start of the kinase inhibitor era, which has been steadily rising
from nine FDA drug approvals in the first decade and another 47 FDA approvals in the past decade leading to a
total of 56 FDA-approved kinase inhibitors as reported in PKIDBvii [84] (Figure I). The stem of a nonproprietary
drug name is linked to the mechanism of action or class of targets (see the list stems for International Nonproprietary Namesviii). Drugs targeting the tyrosine kinase family have -tinib as the suffix and form the largest category of kinase inhibitors with 39 drugs. With the approval of sorafenib in 2005, BRAF kinase inhibitors (drugs
with -rafenib as suffix) were added to the repertoire, followed by angiogenesis inhibitors (drugs with -anib as
suffix) such as pazopanib in 2009. Despite all drug development efforts, it was not until 2014 that the first drug
was approved that targeted an aPK – namely, idelalisib, which targets the PI3K family (all drugs with -lisib
as suffix); since then three more PI3K inhibitors have been approved (copanlisib in 2017, duvelisib in 2018,
and alpelisib in 2019). In that period, also approved have been cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors
(drugs with -ciclib as suffix), netarsudil, a vasodilator (drugs with -sudil as suffix), and the broad-spectrum kinase
inhibitor midostaurin.

aC-helix: helix in the N-terminal
lobe of the kinase fold that
frequently forms a salt bridge with
the lysine at position 17 (KbIII.17) in
the structural kinase database
KLIFSi.
Activation loop: the first of two
loops that combined form the
activation segment ranging from
the DFG motif to the APE motif in
ePKs. The activation loop stops
after the phosphorylation sites
(serine, threonine, or tyrosine
residues) that once phosphorylated typically activate the protein
kinase and is followed by the P+1
loop.
Adenine pocket: part of the orthosteric pocket of the catalytic
kinase domain where the adenine
of ATP binds.
Allosteric binding site: in protein
kinases, binding site located
outside the binding site of ATP.
Atypical kinases: kinases with very
low sequence similarity compared
with the ‘normal’ ePKs, forming a
separate cluster in the phylogenetic tree for kinases (kinome).
Back pockets: all (sub)pockets
located in the back cleft (Figure 4A); that is, between the
gatekeeper, the aC-helix, and the
DFG motif.
Catalytic domain: the domain of a
protein kinase where the catalysis
occurs (i.e., the transfer of the
gamma phosphate from ATP to
bound substrate).
Catalytic loop: the loop between
b-sheets VI and VII starting with
the conserved HRD motif (HisArg-Asp) and ending with the
conserved asparagine (Asn,
Nc.l.75). Both the HRD motif and
Nc.l.75 are involved in the catalysis
of ATP to a bound substrate.
DFG motif: a highly conserved
motif of three amino acids (AspPhe-Gly; positions 81–83 in the
structural kinase database KLIFSi)
at the beginning of the activation
loop involved in the regulation of
the activation state of the protein
kinase.
Eukaryotic protein kinases
(ePKs): large protein superfamily
with a highly conserved kinase
domain that is involved in the
regulation of many proteins by
phosphorylation.
Fingerprints: string of bits (zeros
and ones), each of which indicates
either the presence or the

Figure I. Number of FDA-Approved Small-Molecule Kinase Inhibitors Per Year Over the Past Two
Decades.
The gray line shows the overall growth whereas the icon color indicates the category of the approved kinase
inhibitor as defined by the suffix of the nonproprietary drug name. Circle icons indicate inhibitors for
atypical kinases and triangle icons indicate inhibitors for eukaryotic kinases.

In cancer, lack of (lasting) therapeutic efficacy is frequently observed in the clinic due to already present or de novo resistance mechanisms as a result of therapy [20,21]. An example of a widely studied
mutation responsible for drug resistance is the gatekeeper mutation T790M in the EGFR receptor
[22]. This mutation significantly decreases the efficacy of first-generation (e.g., gefitinib, erlotinib)
and second-generation (e.g., afatinib, neratinib) tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) and resulted in the
development of third-generation, mutant-specific, TKIs (e.g., osimertinib, olmutinib). A similar path
led to the development of vemurafenib, an inhibitor that specifically targets BRAF with the V600E mutation [23,24]. Upcoming approaches in an attempt to break this iterative cycle by preventing these
escape mechanisms are the identification of synergistic drug combinations and the rational design
of inhibitors with a specific polypharmacological inhibition profile that matches the genetic fingerprint of the patient [25]. By tuning the inhibition of multiple pathways (i.e., multiple kinases), a treatment might restrict or even gridlock adaption mechanisms of oncogenic cells yielding synergistic
inhibitory effects while avoiding drug resistance [26]. Of specific interest are the PI3K–mTOR [27]
and Ras–Raf–MEK–ERK pathways [28–30], as parallel inhibition of these pathways often leads to a synergistic effect [31,32] by hampering the pathway crosstalk [30,33].
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Key Figure

The Two Primary Classes of Kinases: Eukaryotic and Atypical Protein
Kinases

Figure 1. (A) Sankey-type flow diagram showing the nine eukaryotic and one atypical protein kinase groups with
their numbers of kinases, structures, and inhibitors (shown in black) as well as mutations (shown in red) and SNPs
(shown in green). Here, the atypical protein kinases are defined as all noneukaryotic protein kinases including also
the nonprotein kinase-like kinases. (B) Most atypical and eukaryotic protein kinases share the same fold of the
catalytic binding site (schematically shown in the middle). (C) The various topics investigated in this review of
eukaryotic and atypical protein kinases.

In this review, we provide a (structural) presentation of six layers (Figure 1) of kinase data providing
a better understanding of the similarities and differences between atypical and protein kinases.
Moreover, we provide a unifying, side-by-side presentation of the two kinase families for all topics
in this review. Note that throughout this review we utilize the KLIFSi residue nomenclature for the
85 residues defining the binding cleft (see Figure I in Box 2) [34,35] whenever applicable (e.g., Flinker.50
refers to a phenylalanine at KLIFS position 50 of the binding site, which is located in the linker
segment).
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absence of a feature; for example,
a specific interaction.
Front pockets: all (sub)pockets
located in the front cleft (Figure 4A), the ATP-binding region.
Gatekeeper: amino acid (position
45 in the structural kinase database KLIFSi) that acts as a gatekeeper between the front and
back pockets. This residue is
frequently mutated in oncogenic
cell lines, which can induce drug
resistance.
G-rich loop: short loop of six
amino acids (positions 4–9 in the
structural kinase database KLIFSi)
between b-sheets I and II containing three highly conserved
glycines (GxGxxG motif).
Hinge region: a segment of three
amino acids (positions 46–48 in
the structural kinase database
KLIFSi) used as an anchor point by
ATP and most protein kinase
inhibitors.
HRD motif: a highly conserved
segment of three amino acids
(His-Arg-Asp at positions 68–70 in
the structural kinase database
KLIFSi) in the catalytic loop
involved in the catalysis of ATP.
Orthosteric binding site: in protein kinases this is the binding site
for ATP.
Pathway crosstalk: communication between different pathways
that allows cells to adapt to inhibition of certain pathways.
Polypharmacological profile:
simultaneously targeting multiple
protein targets (kinases).
Resistance mechanisms: adaptations of the cell (e.g., mutations in
a protein kinase) to become
resistant to drug treatment.
Synergistic drug combination:
combination of two or more drugs
that achieves a greater effect than
the sum of the effects of the individual drugs.
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From Sequence to Structure and from Mutation to Inhibitor Binding
Understanding the mode of action of small-molecule kinase inhibitors on multiple targets is a highly
complex and demanding task that requires the integration of structural, chemical, genetic, and
phenotypic data [36]. To improve this understanding, we review all topics (Figure 1) for both ePKs
and protein kinase-like aPKs, starting with (i) sequence and structural alignments of all ePKs and
aPKs, which is followed by (ii) the spatially conserved kinase folds. Subsequently, the kinase classes
are discussed in the light of (iii) genetic data in the form of single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and oncogenic mutations along with kinase inhibitor binding to (iv) orthosteric and (v) allosteric sites. Finally, we present examples of (vi) the structural design of selective atypical kinase
inhibitors.

Primary Sequence Alignment Shows That Atypical Kinases Lack the Conserved Glycines
in the G-Rich Loop and Contain an Inverted HRD Motif
The finding that protein structures can be conserved even at low sequence identity [37] certainly holds
true for ePKs and most aPKs. Although they are highly divergent on the primary sequence level, at the
tertiary level the structures of their catalytic domains are highly conserved, in both the N-lobe (G-rich
loop, b-sheets I–IV, aC, gatekeeper, and hinge region) and the C-lobe (aD, aE, b-sheets VI–VIII,
catalytic loop, and DFG motif). The first catalytic kinase domain structures were of ePKs [12,38]
and revealed the now well-known fold of the catalytic kinase domain (Figure 1).
Given that ePKs and aPKs are often coactivated in cancer [39], understanding sequence and structural
differences and their consequences for inhibitor binding is important for drug discovery. The
conserved glycines in the G-rich loop (commonly referred to as the p-loop for aPKs [9]) are important
for the catalytic activity of eukaryotic kinases [13], which is very different for the aPKs as the ePK
conserved glycine pattern (GxGxxG) is missing (Figure 2). These variations in the amino acids of
the G-rich loop give rise to a selectivity pocket that is present only in aPKs, advancing the selectivity
of aPK inhibitors. Despite these variations, the loop fulfills the same function as in ePKs; namely, the
positioning and coordination of ATP [5,40].
Another major difference is observed at the HRD motif where the histidine and arginine are mirrored
around the aspartate creating the atypical DRH motif (Figure 2). In this case, the histidine rather
than the aspartate is suggested to act as a catalytic base during phosphorylation [41,42]. An
example of the conformation of the HRD motif in ePKs as well as the DRH motif in aPKs is shown in
Figure 2D.

Box 2. Consistent Residue Numbering for the Binding Site
Throughout this review, the binding site numbering scheme of the structural kinase database KLIFSi is utilized to enable direct comparison between
ePKs and aPKs. This numbering system was introduced as part of the KLIFS databasei [34,35] to facilitate the analysis of interactions between inhibitors
and ePKs. To this end, 85 residues shown to interact with inhibitors binding to the cleft between the two lobes were selected (Figure I). For the purposes
of this review, the numbering scheme and database were extended to also cover aPKs.
The scheme starts with three residues in b-sheet I (positions 1–3) followed by the GxGxxG motif of the G-rich loop (positions 4–9) and is continued with
four more residues of b-sheet II (positions 10–13). Then, the scheme cuts to six residues of b-sheet III (positions 14–19), including the VAVK/VAIK motif at
positions 14–17. This is followed by 11 residues from the aC-helix (positions 20–30) with the highly conserved glutamate at position 24. The succeeding
seven residues (positions 31–37) comprise the back loop (b.l.) connecting to four residues of b-sheet IV (positions 38–41). The next segment goes from
b-sheet V (positions 42–44) via the gatekeeper (position 45), hinge (positions 46–48), and linker region (positions 49–52) all the way to the aD-helix
(positions 53–59). After a short interval, the scheme is continued with the last turn of the aE-helix (positions 60–64) and moves via b-sheet VI (positions
65–67) and the catalytic loop (c.l.) (positions 68–75) to b-sheet VII (positions 76–78). The HRD motif in the catalytic loop can be found at positions 68–70
and the highly conserved asparagine at position 75. The last segment starts with one residue from b-sheet VIII (position 79) followed by the xDFG motif
(positions 80–83) and two additional residues of the activation loop (position 84–85). When referring to a specific residue, the nomenclature is as follows:
<residue segment>.<position> (e.g., gk.45 refers to the gatekeeper at position 45). This can be combined with the annotation of a specific amino acid
(e.g., Tgk.45) and UniProtix sequence number (e.g., T790gk.45).
Additionally, the numbering scheme has an accompanying color profile that is used in all figures. The color coding is as follows: b-sheets, yellow; helices,
red; G-rich and back loop, green; gatekeeper, gold/light orange; hinge region, magenta; linker region, cyan; catalytic loop, dark orange; and activation
loop (including the xDFG motif), blue.
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Figure I. The Residue Numbering Scheme Used to Navigate Eukaryotic and Atypical Protein Kinases.
The numbering scheme of KLIFSi covers 85 residues known to interact with kinase inhibitors binding to the cleft between the N- and C-lobes. A table with
both KLIFS numbering and UniProtix numbering is shown for two eukaryotic kinases (PRKACA and EGFR) and three atypical protein kinases (ATM, mTor,
and PIK3CA).

By contrast, the residues KIII.17 and EaC.24, Nc.l.75, and the DFG motif are mostly conserved. KIII.17 and
EaC.24 form a salt bridge that is important for maintaining kinase activity and interact with the a- and
b-phosphates of ATP [43]. In several aPKs, there is an aspartate at position 24 (DaC.24), which due to its
shorter side chain is incapable of forming the ePK-trademark salt bridge with KIII.17 [41]. Moreover,
KIII.17 is part of the eukaryotic Val-Ala-Val/Ile-Lys (VAVK/VAIK) motif of which the highly conserved
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Figure 2. Eukaryotic and Atypical Kinases Share Structurally Conserved Binding Sites with Only Some
Sequence Motifs Also Being Conserved.
(A) Sequence alignment of the binding sites shows the conservation of lysine at position 17, asparagine at position
76, and the DFG motif. The conserved glycines in the G-rich loop (green) are missing in the atypicals and the HRD
motif is flipped (orange). The coloring of the backbones and residues throughout the paper is consistent with
b-sheets in yellow, a-helices in red, G-rich loop in darker green, back loop (b.l.) in lighter green, gatekeeper in
lighter orange, hinge in purple, linker in cyan, catalytic loop in darker orange, and DFG motif in blue. Residues
not discussed in detail are colored light gray for clarity purposes. (B) Structural alignment from KLIFSi of the
highly conserved binding sites of eukaryotic and atypical protein kinases. (C) An overlay of all orthosterically
binding ligands with, in the middle, examples of binding modes for a promiscuous inhibitor (staurosporine) to a
eukaryotic and an atypical protein kinase. Vectors showing the direction from the Ca to the Cg atoms of amino
acids 12 and 35 show the distinct side-chain orientations in the structures of eukaryotic and atypical protein
kinases. In addition, the residues of the flipped HRD/DRH motif in the catalytic loop are shown in an orange
stick representation.

AIII.15 together with VII.11 forms the capping residues for the adenine ring of ATP [44]. For the aPKs, this
motif is observed only in members of the ABC1/ADCK and the RIO kinase family. For other aPK members
(the PIK and PIKK families) either the valine at position II.11 is replaced by a leucine or isoleucine having a
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similar function, or a larger hydrophobic residue instead of an alanine is seen at position III.15 with its side
chain protruding into the space normally occupied by II.11 in ePKs [10,44].
A trademark feature of ePKs is a conserved Ala-Pro-Glu (APE) motif at the end of the activation
segment that interacts with a conserved arginine in the loop between the aH and aI helices, which
secures the activation loop near the aF-helix [45]. This motif is not observed for any of the aPKs
[46]. Moreover, the activation segment of aPKs is, similar to more primitive eukaryotic-like protein kinases [45,46], much shorter than for ePKs. Instead, the activation loop of most aPKs (from the PIK and
PIKK families) contain a conserved Pro-Phe-any-Leu-Thr (PFxLT) motif (not shown in the sequence
conservation in Figure 2 as it lies outside the residue nomenclature scheme; Box 2). The threonine
of this motif is known to be phosphorylated in PI3K kinases [47] and thereby marks the end of the activation loop. Moreover, the lysines in this loop have been shown to determine substrate specificity in
PI3K kinases [48]. Immediately after the PFxLT motif, the aPKs have a short helix of two turns. This helix
together with the activation loop present in most aPKs replaces the whole activation segment and
aF-helix present in ePKs [45] (Figure 1).

Atypical Kinases Share a Spatially Conserved Kinase Fold with Eukaryotic Kinases
The overlay of the binding sites of the ePKs and aPKs indicates remarkable structural similarity (Figure 2). Despite their overall structural similarity, the shape of the binding sites can differ substantially
between ePKs and aPKs. In general, we see that although the average ePK binding site is wider (seen
from the aD-helix to the aC-helix), the binding sites of aPKs are on average deeper (from the HRD
motif to the hinge) and more open.
When looking at the orientation of the side chains of the binding site residues, we find that uniquely
for the aPKs the side chains of amino acid 12 are oriented towards the pocket, providing unique interaction opportunities for aPK inhibitors by partly forming the so-called specificity pocket [9] (Figure 2).
In these cases, surrounding residues such as II.11 can be flipped thereby enabling the aforementioned protrusion of the capping residue III.15 into the space normally occupied by II.11.
Amino acid 38 shows a similar trend, with most side chains in the aPKs being rotated roughly 90 around
the backbone compared with the side chains of the ePKs at the same position (Figure 2). When not
rotated, orthosterically binding aPK ligands can interact with the amino acid at position 38 in the socalled affinity pocket [9]. This in contrast to the ePKs, where the gatekeeper blocks access to amino
acid 38, but due to a shift of the aPK gatekeeper it provides enough space to allow this interaction.

Atypical Kinases Have Altered Hydrophobic Spines
Hydrophobic spines form two blocks of hydrophobic and aromatic amino acids inside the catalytic
domains that regulate activation (R-spine) as well as priming for catalysis (C-spine) [17,18].
Residue–residue interactions in the Protein Contacts Atlas [49] show, as expected, that most of the
DFG-in ePK and aPK structures are involved in highly conserved interaction motifs, with the exception
of the amino acids at positions 11 and 15 in the ePKs. However, when ATP is bound it completes the
C-spine by interacting via its adenine moiety with these two amino acids. The histidine residue of the
HRD motif is one of the most conserved residues in the ePKs, making in 93% of all DFG-in structures
contact with the phenylalanine of the DFG motif (position 82). Despite the flipped HRD motif in aPKs,
position 68 still interacts with the DFG motif in virtually all aPK structures [49].
While the spines of aPKs in the binding sites seem similar to the ePKs, outside the binding sites
substantial differences are observed. PI3K, mTOR, PI4K, ATR, DNAPK, and ATM all miss the entire
aF-helix that causes rearrangement of the lower part of the C-spine. However, in all of the mentioned
kinases there is an alternative cluster of hydrophobic residues in that region that interacts with the
other residues of the C-spine. Only RIOK1 and ADCK3 are similar to the ePKs, as they have an aF-helix
with hydrophobic residues at the conserved positions [50]. It should be noted that hydrophobic
mutations in or surrounding the hydrophobic spines have been shown to affect kinase regulation
with potential oncogenic effects [51].
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Frequently Occurring Mutations and SNPs Are Mutually Exclusive in Location
To structurally compare the current landscape of mutations and SNPs in ePKs and aPKs, we investigated publicly available mutation and SNP data from COSMICiii [52], cBioPortaliv [53], and dbSNPv
[54]. In total, 104 000 ePK and 16 000 aPK mutations (unique) and 18 000 ePK and 2700 aPK SNPs
(unique) are listed in these databases.
When mutation frequencies per residue are compared with SNPs, a mutually exclusive pattern was
seen both for ePKs and aPKs: conserved regions (i.e., containing low SNP frequencies) show a relatively high occurrence of tumor-driving lesions (Figure 3). This points to a possible essential role of
amino acids that are frequently mutated and not (often) compromised by SNPs [55]. Interestingly,
SNPs can also be present in and around the inhibitor binding site (Figures 3 and 4), which potentially
could directly interfere with the binding of inhibitors.
The spatial organization of the mutations on the kinase structure shows that the two most frequent
mutations inside the binding site of the ePKs are found at positions 4 (G-rich loop) and 45 (gatekeeper) (Figure 3). Mutations of the first glycine of the G-rich loop (position 4) impact kinase activity
[13]. The most frequently observed mutations at that position occur in the EGFR: G719A, G719S, and
G719C, with frequencies of 11%, 8%, and 5%, respectively (relative to the most frequent mutation – at
position 45). Gatekeeper mutations are responsible for acquired drug resistance in many protein
kinases [56]. The gatekeeper mutation T790M in the EGFR is the third most frequently occurring mutation (n = 1300) and is responsible for roughly 50% of acquired EGFR inhibitor resistance [56]. The
frequencies of hyperactivating V600K and V600E BRAF mutations located in the activation loop follow
directly after T790M [57]. The most frequent SNP variants for ePKs are found at position 40, which lies
in b-sheet IV with its side chain pointing away from the binding site and thus does not directly affect
the binding site itself. With an exceptionally high allele frequency of almost 50%, the S511N (serine to
asparagine) mutation at this position for PAK5 is the most common (n = 2431) missense SNP in the ePK
binding site, making PAK5 more similar to PAK4.
Similar to ePKs, mutations in the G-rich loop of aPKs at position 4 are also frequently observed (65% relative to the most frequent mutated; i.e., the residue at position 22). Gatekeeper mutations are seldom
observed in the aPKs (Figure 3). Frequently mutated positions in the aPKs are: position 22 (n = 40), position 32 (80% compared with position 22), and position 69 (70%). In PI3K, residue 22 (RaC.22) acts as
hydrogen bond donor to the surrounding of E702 and Q705 thereby further stabilizing D836 and
KIII.17 [58]. The arginine of the HRD motif (or rather, the DRH motif for aPKs) is involved in aligning the
phosphorylated activation segment for substrate binding [59,60]. Point mutation of this arginine was previously found to significantly reduce kinase activity in yeast PKA [61]. The most frequently occurring mutations at that position are R743Q in EPHB1, R836C in EGFR, and G914R in PIK3CA. The most frequent
missense SNP in the binding site of aPKs is observed at position 35 for RIOK2. This V175I (valine to isoleucine) mutation is located deep in the back loop and thereby only affects the back pocket of this kinase.
As shown in the ranking of most frequently mutated kinases, the closely related ERBB4 and EGFR are
the most mutated [62,63]. Among the aPKs, TRRAP and ATM have the highest numbers of unique mutations (1132 and 1130, respectively). ATM has the highest number of mutations inside the binding
domain (145). The notable aPKs mTOR and PIK3CA are in the top ten with 744 and 714 mutations,
respectively. PIK3CA has the highest number of mutations in the kinase fold (239), some of which
are frequently found in cancers [28,64]. The most frequently occurring mutations in PIK3CA are found
at positions 1047 (i.e., H1047R and H1047L) and 545 (i.e., E545K and E545A). Although these positions
are outside the binding site [64], these mutants result in increased catalytic activity and the ability to
induce tumors [65,66].

Atypical Kinase Inhibitors Explore a Limited Number of Binding Modes
Analyzing the inhibitor binding modes of the ePKs and aPKs revealed that the inhibitors target a much
wider portion of the binding site of ePKs (including the front cleft, the gatekeeper region, the back
cleft, and even multiple sites outside the catalytic domain) than aPKs. All inhibitors currently solved
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Figure 3. Differences in Mutation and SNP Patterns in Eukaryotic and Atypical Protein Kinases.
(A) Schematic representations of the mutations and SNPs inside the binding site of the eukaryotic and atypical
protein kinases and their frequencies. The gatekeeper (position 45) is the most frequently mutated in eukaryotic
protein kinases while position 22 is the most frequently mutated in atypical protein kinases. The highest
occurrences of SNPs are found at positions 40 and 35 in eukaryotic and atypical kinases, respectively. Scales are
adjusted to the maximal numbers of unique mutations/SNPs. (B). Scatter plots of SNP versus mutation
frequencies show mutually exclusive patterns for frequently occurring positions (i.e., high SNP rate and low
mutation rate and vice versa). (C) Top ten most-mutated genes with their numbers of mutations and SNPs in the
full protein and in the binding site. Unique mutations (e.g., H1047R and H1047L in PIK3CA) at the same position
in a kinase were counted individually.

in aPK structures belong to either type I, which targets exclusively the front cleft (the same binding site
as ATP) inside the binding site (Figure 4), or type I1/2, which targets both the front cleft and part of the
back cleft in DFG-in conformations [4]. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no known
type II atypical inhibitors and also no aPK structures in the DFG-out conformation. Also, there are
currently no known atypical type III inhibitors (i.e., inhibitors that are non-ATP competitive and exclusively target the back cleft or adjacent pockets).
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Figure 4. Limited Binding Mode Diversity for Orthosteric Atypical Kinase Inhibitors Compared with
Eukaryotic Kinase Inhibitors.
(A) A schematic overview and examples of type I, I1/2, II, and III inhibitors and their binding (sub)pockets. (B) The
surface of all type I eukaryotic kinase inhibitors combined compared with atypical kinase inhibitors combined.
(C). The combined inhibitor surface of type I1/2 eukaryotic and atypical kinase inhibitors. Currently, inhibitors of
types II and III occur only in eukaryotic protein kinases. (D) The number of interactions per residue for each of
the four different types of eukaryotic and atypical kinase inhibitors and the number of mutations/SNPs per
position (expressed as % in relation to the highest mutated position). The color coding (yellow, green, red,
orange, purple, cyan, and blue) under the residue numbers corresponds to segments of the binding site as
defined in KLIFSi (Figure 2).
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Type I protein kinase inhibitors represent the largest group of inhibitors targeting this superfamily.
These inhibitors are ATP competitive and exclusively target the front pocket using hydrogen bonds
with the hinge region as an anchor point (Figure 4) [4,35]. In addition, the amino acids II.12, KIII.17,
IV.38, g.k.45, linker.52, c.l.74, and DxDFG.81 commonly interact with this type, of which II.12 and
IV.38 interact predominantly with inhibitors of the aPKs. The amino acids II.12 and IV.38 are involved
in the formation of both the specificity pocket in the front cleft (positions 4 and 12) [9] and the affinity
pocket (formed by the residues at positions 27, 24, and 38) in the aPKs [9].
A common challenge for type I inhibitors is obtaining selectivity for a specific (set of) kinase(s), primarily
due to the highly conserved adenine pocket [67]. The selectivity could be improved by targeting distinct
subpockets or nonconserved amino acids. One noticeable example among the eukaryotic inhibitors is
CAM4066 (HET: 551) that targets a cryptic pocket of CK2a1 between the aD and the catalytic loop
[68]. This compound and its derivatives are the only crystallized inhibitors that interact with the amino
acid at position 73 [69]. Idelalisib (HET: 40L), the first aPK inhibitor approved by the FDA (2014; Box 1),
is an ATP-competitive inhibitor of which the purine moiety makes a hydrogen bond with the hinge region
of PI3Kd while the fluoroquinazolinone moiety penetrates the specificity pocket [70].

Gaining Selectivity in the Back Pocket
Efforts to gain selectivity were also made by exploring the back pockets of the protein kinases. A variant
of the type II kinase inhibitor STI-571 [71] was extended with a pyrazine moiety to reach deep into the
back pocket [72] and became imatinib, the first FDA-approved small-molecule kinase inhibitor (Box 1)
[73]. This inhibitor makes the common type II bonds with residues 67 and 68. In addition, type II inhibitors
also make bonds with amino acids 31, 35, and 66. Between type I and type II, there is a type of inhibitor,
type I1/2, that binds to both the front and the back like type II, but unlike this type, binds to the kinases in
DFG-in conformation. An example of aPK type I1/2 is a pyrazolopyrimidine inhibitor [74], which is over 600
times more selective for mTOR than PI3Ka [74]. In the aPKs, it is only this inhibitor type that makes interactions with amino acid 24 (Figure 4) as the affinity pocket reaches the back of the protein kinases. In the
ePKs, these inhibitors make selective bonds with residues 21, 28, and 38. The non-ATP-competitive type
III inhibitors bind only to the back cleft and are not currently known for aPKs. Type III examples for ePK
include inhibitor A1 [75] and a dibenzodiazepine inhibitor [76]. The latter makes an aromatic interaction
with amino acid 60 that is observed only among this type of inhibitor.
While the above-mentioned type I, I1/2, II, and III all directly target the catalytic cleft or an adjacent
pocket, type IV inhibitors bind to allosteric sites away from this cleft [4]. In the current kinase structures, eight different type IV allosteric sites in ePKs and four in aPKs have been targeted (Figure 5).
Of the eight ePK sites, five target the C-lobe and the remaining three the N-lobe [15]. A similar trend
is seen for the aPKs, with three sites in the C-lobe and only one site in the N-lobe [77,78]. Currently,
there are 250 Protein Data Bankvi (PDB) structures solved with type IV inhibitors, comprising 165
unique eukaryotic and 17 atypical type IV kinase inhibitors.

Selectivity Hotspots in the PI3K Family
Although selectivity is hard to achieve, especially within very closely related kinases, it can be
achieved by exploiting the correct hotspots within each kinase. The same goes for the PI3K family,
where most inhibitors inhibit all four subtypes. Despite this challenge, selectivity hotspots for each
of the PI3K kinases have been found and four examples are given in Figure 5, one for each subtype.
The inhibitors belong to type I and type I1/2 and thus all make hydrogen bond(s) with the hinge region
at amino acid 48 (Vhinge.48). Alpelisib (Figure 5), a highly selective PI3Ka inhibitor, makes hydrogen
bonds with Slinker.50 and QaD.55 and a face-to-edge aromatic interaction with YIV.38 [79]. This compound is up to 50-fold more selective for PIK3Ca and its E545K and H1047R mutants over the rest
of the PI3K (b/d/g) isoforms [80]. The selectivity driver of this inhibitor is the unique bidentate
hydrogen bond with Q859aD.55, as this amino acid is not observed in the other subtypes [81]. SAR260301 makes hydrophobic contact with KI.2, a face-to-edge interaction with WII.12, and a hydrogen
bond with the aspartate of the DFG motif. Despite having a binding mode similar to that of INK666,
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Figure 5. Gaining Selectivity by Targeting Distant Allosteric Pocket or Utilizing Selectivity Hotspots.
(A) Type IV inhibitors: targeting allosteric binding pockets away from the ATP pocket for eukaryotic and atypical
kinase inhibitors. One example of an allosteric ligand is shown in stick representation and a colored molecular
surface per allosteric pocket. A few selected ligands are highlighted in detail by their 2D chemical structure. (B)
Orthosteric atypical inhibitors gaining selectivity by interacting with selective pockets and/or not-conserved
amino acids. At the top, four examples of binding modes of isoform-selective PI3K inhibitors and their interactions.

this compound is over 20 and 70 times more active for PIK3CB than for PIK3CD and PIK3CA and has
no observed affinity for PI3KCG [82]. Its selectivity was reasoned to come from the KI.2 that restricts the
selectivity pocket while its carbon atoms also provide a hydrophobic outline for the indoline moiety.
INK666 also targets the selectivity and affinity pockets in PIK3CD, but makes use of the smaller threonine instead of a lysine at position 2 allowing a different angle and bulkier substituents. Additionally,
INK666 makes a hydrogen bond with the aC-helix and a unique ionic interaction with the Dlinker.51 in
the linker region [9]. This inhibitor is over 270 times more active for PIK3CD than PIK3CA and between
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ten and 20 times over PIK3CG and PIK3C. Another notable inhibitor is 2WH [83]. This inhibitor is over
200 times more selective for PI3Kg than the other isoforms [83] due to the small hydrophobic Alinker.50.
In all other isoforms, the slightly bigger and polar serine at the same position prevents the inhibitor
from assuming this binding mode.

Concluding Remarks
By comprehensively reviewing all available human eukaryotic and atypical kinase structures, we provide a complete overview to allow the design of a next generation of kinase inhibitors with, for
instance, optimal polypharmacological profiles that might be able to overcome drug resistance.
Structurally, the eukaryotic and atypical kinases are highly similar with notable differences at the
sequence level. This information enables matching of the unique features of small molecules to
obtain an optimal selectivity profile. The mutation and SNP data revealed important hotspots and
their location in the protein kinase fold. Moreover, when mutation frequencies per position are
compared with SNPs, a mutually exclusive pattern was seen for both ePKs and aPKs, which is likely
to reflect evolutionary cost–benefit relations. This integrated kinase review merging the two primary
kinase classes provides clues for next-generation personalized medicine, for which several hurdles
have yet to be overcome (see Outstanding Questions).
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